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ABSTRACT: 
 
Cloud Computing Business Framework (CCBF) is proposed to help organisations achieve good 
Cloud design, deployment, migration and services. While organisations adopt Cloud Computing for 
Web Services, technical and business challenges emerge and one of these includes the measurement 
of Cloud business performance. Organisational Sustainability Modelling (OSM) is a new way to 
measure  Cloud  business  performance  quantitatively  and  accurately.  It  combines  statistical 
computation and 3D Visualisation to present the Return on Investment arising from the adoption of 
Cloud  Computing  by  organisations.  3D  visualisation  simplifies  the  review  process  and  is  an 
innovative way for Return of Investment (ROI) valuation. Two detailed case studies with SAP and 
Vodafone have been presented, where OSM has analysed the business performance and explained 
how CCBF offers insights, which are relatively helpful for WS and Grid businesses. Comparisons 
and discussions between CCBF and other approaches related to WS are presented, where lessons 
learned are useful for Web Services, Cloud and Grid communities. 
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1. Introduction 
 
Cloud Computing provides added value for organisations; saving costs in operations, resources and 
staff − as well as new business opportunities for service-oriented models (Vouk, 2008; Briscoe and 
Marinos, 2009; Hayne, 2009; Schubert, Jeffery and Neidecker-Lutz 2010; Chang et al., 2010 a; 
Chang,  Wills,  De  Roure,  2010  b).  In  addition,  it  is  likely  that  cloud  computing  focusing  on 
operational savings and green technology will be the focus of attention. To avoid repeats of Internet 
bubbles and to maintain business operations, achieving long-term sustainability is an important 
success factor for organisations (Chang, Mills and Newhouse, 2007). Before deploying any type of 
cloud  computing  development,  it  is  essential  to  design  and  implement  good-quality  Business 
Models and a Business Framework (Hosono et al., 2009; Weinhardt et al., 2009). Hosono et al. 
(2009) demonstrate Service System Modelling (SSM) and explain how SSM helps Business Models 
to  be  developed  with  Cloud  Frameworks.  Anstett  et  al.  (2009)  explain  how  Business  Process 
Execution Language (BPEL) assists in developing a Cloud Framework to create a SOA-driven 
Business Model. Weinhardt et al. (2009) explain how their definitions and importance of Cloud 
Business Models (CBM), and show how CBM can influence research directions for the academic 
communities. Buyya et al. (2008, 2009) and Patterson and Armbrust et al. (2009) define CBM and 
explain their rationales in terms of (i) pay-as-you go systems; (ii) cost saving calculations; and (iii) 
SOA and SLA theories. International Journal of Web Services Research,   Vol.8, No.3, 2011.  
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However, the feedback from industrialists (Chang et al., 2010 d; 2011 a) is that the CBMs proposed 
by Buyya et al. (2008, 2009) and Patterson, Armbrust et al. (2009) are getting too complicated to 
understand, and as a result, these models are unable to be used and applied effectively in the real-
time cloud computing businesses. In addition, there are few Cloud Business Frameworks that can 
accommodate different types of technical solutions in relations to their businesses (Klems, Nimis 
and Tsai, 2009). Despite IaaS, PaaS and SaaS are generally classified as three business models, 
there is no definite guideline for how to succeed and sustain in the cloud businesses. Therefore, 
businesses models proposed in this research are categorised, easy to follow and structured into 
Cloud Computing Business Frameworks (CCBF), where Organisational Sustainability is a major 
area in the CCBF.  
 
Organisational Sustainability Modelling (OSM) is designed to measure cloud business performance, 
so that that it gives the following two advantages: (i) allows performance reviews at any time; and 
(ii) provides strategic directions and added-values for adopting right types of cloud business for 
organisational sustainability. The structure for this paper is as follows. Section 1 described Web 
Services  overview  and  its  technical  and  business  challenges.  Section  2  presents  the  literature 
review. Section 3 describes the CCBF and OSM. Section 4 presents two in-depth organisational 
case studies with OSM and 3D visualisation demonstrated, which belong to part of OSM to measure 
cloud business performance. Section 5 presents several similar approaches and compares them with 
our  CCBF,  and  also  discusses  their  respective  strengths  and  weaknesses.  Section  6  describes 
conclusion and future work. 
 
2. Literature Review 
 
2.1 Software as a Service (SaaS) 
 
The term “Software as a Service” (SaaS) was first used by Saleforce.com in 1999 when they saw 
the vision of merging Web Services (WS) and Service Oriented Architecture (SOA). SaaS is a 
popular type of cloud service and provides added values on top of WS and SOA (Foster et al., 2008; 
Briscoe and Marinos, 2009; Buyya et al., 2009). In addition, there are Infrastructure as a Service 
and Platform as a Service for Cloud Computing (CC) and Web Services. They can be defined as 
follows. 
 
•  Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) is divided into Compute Clouds and Resource Clouds. 
Compute  Clouds  provide  users  access  to  computational  resources  such  as  CPUs, 
hypervisors  and  utilities.  Resource  Clouds  contain  managed  and  scalable  resources  as 
services to users – in other words, they provide enhanced virtualisation capabilities.  
•  Platform as a Service (PaaS): provides computational resources via a platform upon which 
applications  and  services  can  be  developed  and  hosted.  PaaS  typically  makes  use  of 
dedicated  APIs  to  control  the  behaviour  of  a  server  hosting  engine  that  executes  and 
replicates the execution according to user requests (e.g. access rate).  
•  Software  as  a  Service  (SaaS),  referred  to  as  Service  or  Application  Clouds,  offer 
implementations of specific business functions and business processes that are provided 
with cloud capabilities. Therefore, they provide applications and/or services using a cloud 
infrastructure or platform, rather than providing cloud features themselves.  
 
SaaS is the research interests for WS and CC, where there are papers to describe how SaaS jointly is 
achieved for WS and CC. Firstly, Lu, Jackson and Berka (2010) demonstrate how their applications 
can be used as a WS and as a SaaS in the Cloud. They also demonstrate their framework and their International Journal of Web Services Research,   Vol.8, No.3, 2011.  
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experiments to validate. Secondly, O’Reilly (2007) presents his vision for Web 2.0 and explains 
how WS and Web 2.0 are SaaS.  
 
In addition, several WS papers use BPEL as workflows for business process and demonstrate how it 
fits into Cloud Computing and how SaaS can be achieved (Anstett et al., 2009; Hobona et al., 
2010). Hobona et al. (2010) present a workflow management system called SAW-GEO, which 
supports  orchestration  of  WS  working  in  Grid  and  Cloud  environments.  Apart  from  BPEL, 
Business  Process  Modelling  Notation  (BPMN)  is  another  commonly  used  technique  for  Web 
Services. BPMN is a graphical representation for specifying business processes in business process 
modelling  (BPM),  and  is  a  standard  for  BPM.  The  BPMN  specification  provides  a  mapping 
between  the  graphics  of  the  notation  to  the  underlying  constructs  of  execution  languages, 
particularly BPEL. This leads to some interests converting BPMN into BPEL (Biermann and Ermel, 
2009) in SaaS. Both BPMN and BPEL are presented in terms of workflows, which are commonly 
used to demonstrate WS, SOA and service interoperability in Clouds.  
 
2.2 Technical challenges  
 
Patterson and Armbrust et al. (2009) explain current challenges for cloud computing and these 
mainly include: (i) Vendors’ lock-in; (2) interoperability and (3) security. Vendors’ lock-in restricts 
freedom and varieties in use cases. Interoperability requires in-depth understanding of APIs, and 
being able to rewrite, or create new APIs for interoperability (Denaro, Pezzè and Tosi, 2009). 
Before achieving interoperability, portability should ideally be demonstrated, and in particular from 
desktop to clouds, and eventually between clouds provided by different vendors (Patterson and 
Armbrust et al., 2009; Chang et al., 2010 d; Chang et al., 2011 a). Tsalgatidou et al. (2008) present 
their  interoperability  case  by  integrating  P2P  services  with  Web  Services,  and  their  example 
demonstrates  interoperability  between  heterogeneous  services.  This  fits  well  in  the  Clouds,  in 
particular for high availability for user requirements. However, a likely challenge for such approach 
on Clouds is about P2P security, where Hwang et al. (2009) propose their virtualised defence and 
Reputation-based Trust Management (RTM) to describe that additional APIs and their RTM-based 
security infrastructure for maintaining P2P cloud security.  
 
Security is always a popular topic, and there are the following areas of specialisations suited for 
Clouds:  identify  management,  access  control,  single  sign-on  and  auditing  (Chen  et  al.,  2010; 
Martino  and  Bertino,  2009).  In  Chen  et  al.  context,  auditing  means  intrusion  and  detection 
mechanism, as well as policy-related security. Hwang et al (2009) proposal to cloud security relates 
to intrusion and detection, despite identity management should be enforced. Yee and Korba (2008) 
identify that personalising a security policy to a particular customer is needed. Therefore, Yee and 
Korba (2008) propose a flexible security personalisation approach that aims to allow an Internet or 
Web service provider and customer to negotiate to an agreed-upon personalised security policy, and 
they also present two application examples of security policy personalisation. Proposal from Paci et 
al.  (2008)  is  for  access  control,  where  they  explain  and  demonstrate  their  Access-Control 
Framework for WS-BPEL, so that WS-BPEL not only has high performance but also maintains a 
high level of security for Web Services and interoperability. Kangasharju et al. (2009) investigate 
mobile WS security and focus on XML security with binary XML.  
 
Cloud security has been evolving and new methods or more sophisticated techniques will be revised 
and made available. To address technical challenges, standards can be potentially a solution or a 
way  to  go  forward  (Pearson  and  Charlesworth,  2009).  Currently  cloud  standardisation  is  an 
emerging  yet  evolving  area.  An  excellent  example  is  that  the  OASIS  gathered  Alfresco,  CA, 
Capgemini,  Cisco,  Cognizant,  Boeing,  eBay,  IBM,  Microsoft,  Novell,  PingIdentity,  Red  Hat, 
SafeNet, SAP, Skyworth TTG, Symantec, Vanguard, VeriSign, and others to define profiles for 
identity deployment, provisioning and management in the Cloud.  International Journal of Web Services Research,   Vol.8, No.3, 2011.  
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2.3 Business challenges 
 
Despite security and privacy being areas that require regular improvement, there are also business 
challenges as critical as security (Weinhardt et al., 2009). There are initiatives explaining Service 
Level Agreements (SLA) can demonstrate cloud business models (Brandic et al., 2009; Buyya et 
al.,  2009),  however, costs per  usage are  dealing  with  operational  levels  and  there is a lack  of 
recommendations proposing or standardising the strategic levels, in which there are three problems 
associated  with  clouds  in  current  research.  Firstly,  all  cloud  business  models  and  framework 
proposed by several leading researchers are either qualitative (Briscoe and Marinos, 2009; Chou, 
2009; Weinhardt et al., 2009; Schubert, Jeffery and Neidecker-Lutz, 2010) or quantitative (Brandic 
et al., 2009; Buyya et al., 2009; Patterson, Armbrust et al., 2009). Excluding SLA-based research, 
there  are  few  whose  frameworks  or  models  can  demonstrate  linking  both  quantitative  and 
qualitative aspects. Even there are, the amount of work is still at early stage. Secondly, there is no 
accurate method for analysing cloud business performance other than stock market. A drawback 
with stock market is subject to accuracy and reliability issues (Chang, Wills and De Doure, 2010 b; 
Chang et al., 2010 d; 2011 a). There are researchers focusing on business model classifications and 
justifications on cloud business can be successful (Chou, 2009; Weinhardt et al., 2009). But these 
business model classifications need more cases to support and more data modelling to validate for 
organisational sustainability. Ideally, a structured framework should be proposed to review accurate 
cloud  business  performance  and  organisational  sustainability  in  systematic  ways.  Thirdly, 
communications between different types of clouds from different vendors are often not easy to be 
implemented.  Often  work-around  requires  writing  additional  layers  of  APIs,  or  an  interface  or 
portal to allow communications. This brings interesting research question such as portability, as 
portability  of  some  applications  from  desktop  to  cloud  is  challenging  (Beaty  K  et  al.,  2009; 
Patterson D, Armbrust M et al., 2009). Portability refers to moving enterprise applications and 
services, and not just files or VM over clouds. 
3. Motivation in the Cloud Computing Business 
Framework (CCBF) 
To address technical and business challenges particularly three business problems described earlier, 
the Cloud Computing Business Framework (CCBF) is proposed. The core concept of CCBF is 
inspired  from  Weinhardt  et  al.’s  Cloud Business  Model  Framework  (CBMF)  where  they  have 
demonstrated how technical solutions and Business Models fit into their CBMF. 
 
Foster  et  al.  (2008)  explain  that  Grids  and  Clouds  are  in  common  for  solutions  and  research 
questions that both Grids and Clouds are dealing with. However, Sobel et al. (2009) argue that Grid 
and Cloud are different in particular to the way Web 2.0 is involved from the beginning to current 
status, and also Web 2.0 is a subset of Clouds and is not necessarily so for Grids. In contrast, 
Weinhardt et al. (2009) define the difference in Grids and Clouds is in business models where 
Clouds provide new business opportunities. This is further supported that since 2007, there is an 
increasing number of organisations offering many different Cloud solutions and services.  
 
The CCBF is proposed to deal with four research problems:  
•  Provide linkage and direct relations between quantitative and qualitative cloud business 
research methodologies. Classification of business models is the first step to provide useful 
constructions of linkage. 
•  Offer a framework to review cloud business performance accurately. 
•  Deal  with  communications  between  desktops  and  clouds,  and  between  different  clouds 
offered by different vendors, which focus on enterprise portability. International Journal of Web Services Research,   Vol.8, No.3, 2011.  
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•  Provide  linkage  and  relationship  between  different  cloud  research  methodologies,  and 
between IaaS, PaaS, SaaS and Business Models. 
 
CCBF also focuses on conceptual and then architectural framework, and this allows a series of 
conceptual methodologies apply and fit into Cloud Architecture and Business Models. For this 
paper,  the  objective  is  to  focus  on  the  second  business  challenge,  a  framework  to  review  and 
measure accurate cloud business performance.  
 
3.1 Research questions within CCBF 
 
A  good  framework  should  be  able  to  accommodate  multiple  methods  or  solutions  to  work  in 
different contexts and consolidate each other towards the goal of the framework (Sander WH et al., 
2004; Jiang T J et al., 2006). In an ideal situation, a framework should address research questions 
and provide methodology proving supporting the validity. Referring to Section 2.3, there are three 
business challenges to deal with, which are our research focus. Linkage between quantitative and 
qualitative approach requires collaboration between top-down and bottom-up methodologies, and 
often this requires a period of time to validate, and is the last research question to be addressed. 
Based on the summary in Section 2.3, our research areas can be summed up as: (i) Classification; 
(ii) Organisational Sustainability; (iii) Portability and (iv) Linkage, and their descriptions are as 
follows: 
 
•  Classification:  This  refers  to  the  upper-most  layer  in  the  CCBF  where  the  top-down 
strategic direction is provided to guide organisations into the right track of operating their 
cloud projects and businesses. Currently the use of Cloud Cube Model (CCM) has been 
used for classification of eight Cloud Business Models (Chang, et al., 2010 a; 2010 b). 
Summary of such outcomes can be used for classification for good practices, and is not 
focus in this paper. 
•  Organisational  Sustainability:  This  includes  modelling  to  review  and  evaluate  cloud 
business projects in the past and present, and also enables forecasting for cloud businesses 
in the future. Organisational Sustainability modelling is suitable for all IaaS, PaaS and 
SaaS. Details are then described from Section 3.1 onwards. 
•  Portability:  This  refers  to  enterprise  portability,  which  involves  moving  the  entire 
application services from desktops to clouds and between different clouds. For financial 
services  and  organisations  that  are  not  yet  into  clouds,  portability  involves  a  lot  of 
investment in terms of outsourcing, including rewriting APIs. Thus this is regarded as a 
business challenge (Chang et al., 2010 d; 2011 a). Portability deals with IaaS, PaaS and 
SaaS. Examples in Health, Finance and Education will be demonstrated, and is not the 
focus for this paper.  
•  Linkage: This has two aspects. The first aspect includes the use of the Hexagon Model 
across IaaS, PaaS, SaaS and Business Model of the CCBF. The second aspect includes 
demonstration of a new concept, Business Integration as a Service (BIaaS), which allows 
different processes to work together without additional translation in a single and integrated 
platform. Linkage is not the focus of this paper. 
 
Both Organisational Sustainability and Portability apply to different sectors and domains using 
Cloud Computing, and all lessons learned are summed up for Classification. This journal focuses on 
Organisational Sustainability of the CCBF, the second research area. 
 
 International Journal of Web Services Research,   Vol.8, No.3, 2011.  
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Figure 1: Architecture for Cloud Computing Business Framework (CCBF) 
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3.2 Definition of Organisational Sustainability and its two objectives for the CCBF 
 
Organisational Sustainability is defined as a collection of methodologies, business models and best 
practices to enable organisations establishing long-term business operations and funding (Chang, 
Mills and Newhouse, 2007). For some business context, it refers to growth of user community, or 
profitability,  or  both.  This  paper  focuses  sustainability  for  cloud  organisations  or  any  services 
adopting cloud computing. There are other models such as pay-as-you-go, yet its drawback is that it 
deals with the operational level. A better approach is to define the problem in strategic ways with 
top-down approaches, and use the bottom-up approaches to validate as seen in Figure 1. Yellow 
boxes in Figure 1 are the focus for this paper, and this includes all levels of IaaS, PaaS and SaaS. 
Organisational Sustainability has two objectives for the CCBF to match: 
 
•  It  is  a  framework  to  model  the  organisational  sustainability  of  IT  services  or  projects 
provided by collaborating organisations; 
•  It defines a new mode of visualisation which enables organisational sustainability of the 
provision of a service to be reviewed more easily. 
 
Two case studies presented in Section 4.1 and 4.2 all fall into SaaS, and more cases from PaaS and 
IaaS will be presented in future. Section 5 will discuss some aspects in the CCBF, and details for 
how other areas fit together will be explained in other papers.  
 
3.3 Organisational Sustainability Modelling  
 
Organisational Sustainability Modelling (OSM) is mentioned in Section 1 and is a method to validate 
the  CCBF.  OSM  is  based  on  the  extended  Capital  Asset  Pricing  Model (CAPM),  which  is  the 
analysis of return and risks for organisations or projects in summary. It has two major advantages. 
Firstly, it is based on a Nobel-prize winning model and has been used in industry since 1960s. 
Secondly, it is suitable for IT and software industry as it has less volatility compared to finance, and 
has  fitted  several  case  studies  well  (Chang,  Wills  and  De  Roure,  2010  b).  However,  the  main 
drawback is that organisational metrics and/or detailed interviews are required. Some firms find it 
difficult to quantify risk or risk free rate. For cost-saving, it refers to the minimum costs to run a firm. 
 
Measurement of return and risk can be a difficult and huge task without prior focus. The proposed 
approach is to divide return and risk in three areas: Technical, Costs (Financial) and Users (or clients) 
before and after deploying cloud solutions or products or services. In some context, it can be defined 
as expected return and actual return. The data to be collected are dependent on organisational focus, 
which is flexible dependent on different characteristics for any type of technical or business cloud 
solutions.  
 
•  Technical: This can be improvements in performance, or improvement in reliability, or any 
added values or technical gains supported by experiments. This type of data is easier to 
obtain as experiments can be performed by researcher or collaborators. Risks can be time 
reduction or percentage of break down or relevant technical risks.  
•  Costs (Financial): This can be profits, or cost-saving gains, or any fund related. Risks can be 
loss, or sharp rise in electricity/project bills. 
•  Users (or clients): This may mean increase in user confidence, or user community growth or 
user related area. Risks include decline in user confidence or numbers or community growth 
due to factors such as funding, or quality of software and so on. 
 International Journal of Web Services Research,   Vol.8, No.3, 2011 
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3.3.1 Choices for organisational sustainability modelling – Capital Asset Pricing Model 
(CAPM) for all types of organisations and Modern Portfolio Theory (MPT) for 
start-ups 
 
Publications on organisational sustainability focus on qualitative approaches such as business model 
classifications and its respective methods and strategies for reaching organisational sustainability 
(Chang, Mills and Newhouse, 2007). There are not many quantitative modelling approaches for this 
topic. We review mathematical models and selectively study Monte Carlo, ARIMA, Black Scholes 
and CAPM, the later of which is the most appropriate for quantitative sustainability (Chang, Wills, 
De Roure, 2010 b). There are two main reasons. Firstly, CAPM is suitable in predicting the firms’ 
growth and organisational sustainability if data is defined and given. Secondly, there is more freedom 
to define the organisational focus, which can be translated as data, and then used for modelling. 
Some mathematical models are stringent with rules with conditions applied, which is not subjective 
in  CAPM.  Furthermore,  CAPM  is  the  most  effective  for  linear  regression  modelling.  In  our 
experience with organisational sustainability, majority of the healthy, active academic projects gets 
into linear regression formats. 
 
Modern Portfolio Theory (MPT) is a theory of investment aiming to maximise return and minimise 
risk by carefully selecting different assets. MPT models an asset’s return as a normally distributed 
random  variable,  defines  risk  as  the  standard  deviation  of  return,  and  models  a  portfolio  as  a 
weighted combination of assets (Hull, 2009). Despite criticisms about MPT’s suitability for finance, 
the concept of MPT is relevant to organisational sustainability, particularly for start-ups. This is 
because  firstly,  software organisation is less  volatile  than  finance industry  where  more complex 
models are required. Secondly, if organisations follow the linear regression, MPT offers an easier 
way for calculation, in particular tracking organisational growth.  
 
3.3.2 Capital Asset Pricing Model (CAPM) 
 
The Capital Asset Pricing Model (CAPM) is a model to calculate investment risks and to determine 
what the expected return on investment is. In the context to cloud computing, it is a quantitative 
model  for  organisational  sustainability.  CAPM  was  introduced  by  Jack  Treynor  (1961,  1962), 
William Sharpe (1964), John Lintner (1965) and Jan Mossin (1966), based on Harry Markowitz’ 
work on diversification and modern portfolio theory. CAPM divides risk into two groups. The first 
group is Systematic Risk (also known as beta), the market of which cannot be diversified away, 
including recessions and interest rates. The second group is unsystematic risk, the risk of which is 
specific  to  individual  stocks  and  can  be  diversified  and  managed  by  investors  (Hull,  2009).  In 
CAPM, beta is the only relevant measure of a stock's risk and measures a stock’s volatility. 
In some interpretations, the security market line (SML) is used to calculate the reward-to-risk ratio. 
When the expected rate of return for any security is deflated by its beta coefficient, the reward-to-risk 
ratio for any individual security in the market is equal to the market reward-to-risk ratio, thus: 
(r – rf )/β =    rm - rf    (1) 
 
(r – rf ) = β (rm - rf) and this is known as security market line (SML).  
 
Finally, to best represent CAPM, the formula is given as: 
r = rf + ( β × (rm - rf)) (2) 
where r is the expected return of a capital asset 
rf is the risk free rate 
rm is the expected return on the market and 
β is the beta of the cash flows or security being valued.  International Journal of Web Services Research,   Vol.8, No.3, 2011 
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The  term rm  -  rf is  the  market risk  premium,  which  is  usually  considered  implicitly  rather than 
explicitly. Therefore, the term β×(rm - rf) is the risk premium on the cash flows (or security) being 
valued.  
Here is a CAPM example: If the risk-free rate is 2.5%, the beta (risk measure) of the firm is 2 and the 
expected market return over the period is 5%, the stock is expected to return = (2.5%+2(5%-2.5%)) = 
7.5%.  
 
Prechter and Parker (2007) design their own measurement technique called the Finance/Economic 
Dichotomy  originally  based  on  the  CAPM.  They  demonstrate  that  CAPM  works  for  financial 
modelling  and  business  performance  review.  Chang,  Wills  and  De  Roure  (2010  b;  2011  b) 
demonstrate  that  CAPM  can  be  used  to  measure  business  performance  for  cloud-oriented 
organisations, and explain how CAPM works in their case studies. However, the only drawback is 
that  CAPM  tends  to  compute  in  terms  of  linear  graphs  or  regression.  In  some  cases,  business 
performance need not be in a straight line. To offset this, organisational data must be required before 
performing organisational sustainability modelling to minimise errors. This can be difficult tasks for 
some organisations due to their reluctance. Some models such as Monte Carlo Methods (MCM) and 
Black Scholes Model (BSM) do not require organisational data but those models are not suitable to 
measure cloud business performance (Chang, Wills and De Roure, 2010 c).  
 
3.3.3 The 3D organisational sustainability modelling and other systems 
 
The CAPM organisational sustainability modelling is represented by statistical computation. Despite 
more data can be analysed, a drawback with statistical computing is that more data are generated and 
often this requires those with statistical training to understand and further analyse the outcome. The 
intent for 3D visualisation comes in to simplify the data analysis process, and it is a norm to present 
data in visualisation format in some Web Services, Grid and Cloud research (Giunta et al., 2008; 
Pajorova and Hluchy, 2010). Organisational data computed by CAPM statistical computation will 
then convert into the 3D visualisation enabled by Mathematica. While referring back to the market 
standard  for  business  performance,  the  stock  market  is  widely  accepted  and  presented  business 
performance in 2D format. Despite stock market is an indication for business performance, it is not a 
fair  system  as  stock  market  are  subjective  to  speculations  and  a  great  extent  of  fluctuations  in 
particular to volatile and uncertain economic periods (Prechter and Parker, 2007). On the other hand, 
Service Level Agreements (SLA) is often used to present cloud business performance. A drawback is 
that SLA tends to review cloud business at operational level in terms of usage per hour (Buyya et al., 
2008,  2009;  Brandic  et  al.,  2009),  which  lacks  of  strategic  directions  for  achieving  cloud 
organisational sustainability. This means SLA approach enables to calculate a periodic income over 
time from usage scenarios, however, if the business models are not proposed and executed in the 
winning strategy, income over time can be low or below investors’ expectations.  
 
To best present cloud business performance, a graphical and dynamic system independent of human-
oriented speculations will be ideal, and this also best correlates the organisational focus, strategies 
and  data  related  to  each  organisation’s  cloud  computing  business  models.  Our  3D  visualisation 
within the OSM is a proposal for measuring the cloud business performance. 
4. Case Studies 
 
Case Studies are commonly used to support research frameworks, and provide added values for 
research  challenges,  including  business  models  and  organisational  sustainability.  Here  are  three 
examples. Firstly, Chang, Mills and Newhouse (2007) propose open source business models and 
sustainability, and classify into five different categories of successful models. Each category has a 
few  case  studies  to  validate  and  support.  Secondly,  Chang,  Wills  and De  Roure  (2010  b)  have International Journal of Web Services Research,   Vol.8, No.3, 2011 
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proposed the Hexagon Model and explain how case studies work for the model. In addition, they 
introduce the CAPM theory and statistical computation, and use the OMII-UK to demonstrate a good 
example for Organisational Sustainability Modelling (OSM). They also convert their statistics into 
3D visualisation, allowing researchers to review cloud business performance with ease. The OMII-
UK  case  study is  used  for  the Hexagon  Model to analyse  the  growth  between 2007 and  2010. 
Thirdly, Chen et al. (2010) have published a JISC cloud computing report, and have explained case 
studies for several sections of their report to support their analysis and rationale. For this journal, two 
detailed case studies, SAP and Vodafone, are presented in Section 4.1 and 4.2. 
 
4.1 SAP Case Study 
 
SAP aims to focus on Small and Medium enterprises (SME) in cloud strategies with two cases 
presented  here.  The  first  case  is  Piaggio,  an  Italian  motor  firm  using  SAP-HR,  and  5  SAP/R3 
instances  where  the  largest  instance  has  13,000  SAP  roles  and  more  than  140,000  user/role 
assignments.  They  use  Identity  and  Access  Management  (IAM)  particularly  workflow  in  the 
virtualised environments to improve their security and service (Mastropietro, 2010). The second 
example is BearingPoint, which builds a system called iGRC to consolidate SAP’s single sign-on 
such as SAP Business Object Access Control and SAP ERP. Their iGRC system components include 
key SAP products and allow data exchange between different SAP components. Their SAP IGRC 
Solution Architecture is presented in Figure 2 (Fischer, 2010).  
 
 
Figure 2: SAP IGRC Solution Architecture by BearingPoint (Fischer, 2010) 
 
Some of these data are obtained by interviewing managers using SAP, and some data are provided by 
anonymous collaborators, in particular firms and directors using SAP for their business strategies. 
Some of these data need them to measure over a period of time. This includes beta in CAPM, it is a 
risk measure and need to be provided by organisations. Referring to Section 3.3, data can be from 
any of Technical, or Costs or Users. For instance, if one organisation provides Technical Data, then 
this can be measured by experiments, or system log files. Beta can be interpreted that percentage of 
risk  free,  which  can  be  downtime,  or  number  of  breakdowns  and  so  on,  dependent  on  each 
organisation’s focus and definition. Cost risks include loss of profits, rises in expenses and so on. 
Users  may  mean  loss  of  customers,  or  negative  community  growth  and  so  on.  Measurement  is 
required  for  recording  before  and  after  using  SAP  for  their  cloud  strategies.  During  the  data 
collection, most of data is based on cost-saving, and therefore, it is easier to categorise them and 
calculate the average.  
 
Here is an example for how data can be calculated. Before introducing SAP cloud, cost saving is 
£100,000 per month for one firm. There is an initial cost of several thousands of pound after using 
SAP cloud. With improvement in work efficiency offered by SaaS, it allows organisations to save 
further costs via staff and resource expenses. The data needs at least 12 months for data collection in International Journal of Web Services Research,   Vol.8, No.3, 2011 
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every month. At the end, the cost-saving is an average of around £101,000 per month. Comparing 
before and after using SAP, cost saving has obtained about 1%. All the data is carefully calculated 
using statistical computing. The result is analysed and presented in Section 4.1.2. 
 
4.1.1 The Hexagon Model 
 
The Hexagon Model is a model to present strengths and weaknesses of cloud businesses, and can be 
used at any time. It also inherits dynamic characteristics from Sun Tzu’s Art of War (STAW), and 
can offer linkage between the qualitative and quantitative aspects of cloud business (Chang, Wills 
and De Roure, 2010 b; 2010 c). Any result not explained well enough by quantitative business 
modelling, can use the Hexagon Model to present the business cases visually. During interviews of 
managers using SAP, a few of them preferred to provide data anonymously for before and after using 
cloud service in the form of the Hexagon Model. If they did so, they would be asked the percentage 
of increment in their selected area in the Hexagon Model.  
 
Figure 3: The Hexagon Model of SAP for SME in January 2009 in light grey, and growth up to July 
2010 is presented in black. 
 
Figure 3 refers to the collective outcome for SAP’s Hexagon model in January 2009 shaded in light 
grey. The Hexagon Model is well-balanced for all six elements, and also supported by peer reviews 
in  relations  to  their  SME  strategies.  This  Hexagon  model  is  relevant  to  CAPM  model,  which 
computes  an  auto  regression  suggesting  slow  but  steady  growth.  Slow  growth  in  July  2010  is 
presented by the black region, and is mainly seen at (1) consumers; (2) popularity; and (3) GTJD. 
More analysis will be discussed between Section 4.1.2 and 4.1.4.  
 
4.1.2 CAPM Statistics  
 
All the collected data is valid from January 2009 till July 2010. CAPM can be modelled by statistical 
languages, in which SAS is more suitable than other languages since it can compute more in-depth 
analysis (Chang, Wills, De Roure, 2010 b; 2011 b). The following coding algorithm predicts the Risk 
Premiums of an organisation, SAP versus the Market. The data is carefully calculated, examined and 
randomised. One year of in-depth data can best represent organisational sustainability from the initial 
phase to establishment. SAS program for the CAPM is coded, and the algorithm is shown as follows: 
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data sap; 
  input r_m r_f sap @@; 
  r_sap = sap - r_f; 
  r_mkt = r_m -r_f; 
  label r_m='Market Rate of Return' 
        r_f='Risk-Free Rate of Return' 
        sap='Rate of Return for SAP' 
        r_sap='Risk Premium for SAP' 
        r_mkt='Risk Premium for Market'; 
datalines; 
 
proc gplot data=sap; 
  plot r_sap * r_mkt / haxis=axis1 hminor=4 cframe=ligr 
                         vaxis=axis2 vminor=4; 
  symbol1 c=blue v=star; 
  axis1 order=(-1.4 to 1.5 by 0.1); 
  axis2 label=(angle=90 'SAP Corp. Risk Premium') 
        order=(-1.5 to 1.7 by 0.2); 
  title 'SAP Corporation CAPM'; 
  title2'Plot of Risk Premiums'; 
  title3'SAP Corporation versus the Market'; 
run; 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 1: Auto regression summary for SAP  
 
All of SME feel that SAP helps achieving their cloud strategies. While performing mathematical 
calculations for these data, an interesting aspect is that approximately 60% of data suggest just right-
above zero for risk premium for both SAP and market, whereas 40% of data suggest just right-below 
zero risk premium for both SAP and market. Both types of data are all taken into considerations for 
statistical computation, where auto regression method is selected to produce the best fit. Table 1 is 
statistical result generated by SAS computation. Durbin-Watson is a method to test linear regression, 
where Pr<DW is the p-value for testing positive autocorrelation, and Pr>DW is the p-value for 
testing negative autocorrelation. 
 
SAP Corporation CAPM: The AUTOREG Procedure 
Dependent Variable                   r_sap 
Risk Premium for SAP        Ordinary Least Squares Estimates 
 
SSE                 131.919653             DFE                         118 
MSE                    1.11796         Root MSE               1.05734 
SBC                 361.484388           AIC               355.909405 
Regress R-Square        0.0936    Total R-Square        0.0936 
Durbin-Watson           1.6226      Pr < DW                 0.0179 
Pr > DW                       0.9821 
(Pr<DW is the p-value for testing positive autocorrelation. Pr>DW is the p-value for testing negative autocorrelation). 
                                             Standard               Approx 
Variable     DF     Estimate      Error    t Value    Pr > |t|    Variable Label 
Intercept     1      -0.4401     0.1041    -4.23      <.0001 
r_mkt         1       0.3322     0.0952     3.49      0.0007    Risk Premium for Market 
 
Source             DF          Square    F Value    Pr > F 
Numerator           1       55.052554      49.24    <.0001 
Denominator       118        1.117963 
Note SSE: Sum of Squares Error; DFE: Degree of Freedom Error; MSE (Mean Square Error) = SSE / DFE International Journal of Web Services Research,   Vol.8, No.3, 2011 
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4.1.3 SAP Actual and Predicted Values  
 
Apart from organisational sustainability modelling, forecasting is an important aspect to predict how 
a cloud business or strategy can perform based on the existing data provided. This is similar to 
financial market where forecasting is based on previous data, except the difference is that software 
market  is  less  volatile  than  financial  market  with  greater  risk  taking.  Forecasting  is  part  of 
Organisational  Sustainability  Modelling (OSM) to help organisations  predicting  with their  likely 
business performance (Chang, Wills and De Roure, 2010 c; 2011 b) and works extremely well in 
parallel with similar methods. To present this idea further, the next step is to present both actual and 
predicted values for SAP, with its upper and lower limit.  
 
proc sort data=sapout; 
  by r_mkt; 
run; 
 
A  key  variable  ‘sapout’  is  defined  and  obtained,  followed  by  defining  four  variables,  r_sap,  p 
(predicted), l (lower limit) and u (upper limit), whose values are recorded in an array, and later on 
used for forecasting.  
 
data regdata(keep=y_value pt_type r_mkt); 
  set sapout; 
  label pt_type='Observation Type'; 
  array regvar{4} r_sap p l u; 
  array varlabel{4} $12 _temporary_ 
    ('Actual' 'Predicted' 'Lower Limits' 'Upper Limits'); 
  do i=1 to 4; 
    y_value=regvar{i}; 
    pt_type=varlabel{i}; 
    output; 
  end; 
run; 
 
proc gplot data=regdata; 
  plot y_value*r_mkt=pt_type / haxis=axis1 hminor=4 cframe=ligr 
                               vaxis=axis2 vminor=4; 
  symbol1 c=black v=star; 
  symbol2 c=blue i=join l=2; 
  symbol3 c=green i=join l=1; 
  symbol4 c=red i=join l=2; 
  axis1 order=(-2.55 to 0.75 by .1); 
  axis2 label=(angle=90 'SAP Corp. Risk Premium') 
        order=(-3.0 to 1.75 by .25); 
  title1 "SAP: Actual and Predicted Values"; 
  title2 "with Upper and Lower Confidence Limits"; 
run; 
quit; International Journal of Web Services Research,   Vol.8, No.3, 2011 
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Figure 4: SAP Actual and Predicted values for Risk Premium 
Another procedure is written to plot actual and predicted values - see Figure 4 with Risk Premium for SAP versus Risk Premium for market. The 
plotted data are actual values based on our data, and the green line is the predicted value, and the red line as the upper limit and the blue dotted line 
as the lower limit. Risk premium is the minimum difference between the expected and actual values, and is used for this study. Although risk 
premium refers to the difference between expected return and free risk rate, risk free rate is not a reliable value for all participating firms and 
occasionally varies greatly between different organisations. The difference between their expected and actual values is more accurate since both 
values have been controlled and targeted during their process. Risk-free rate in this case refers to minimum expenses to keep operation running. 
Difference between expected and actual values also fits into our CCBF, which aims to identify business performance before and after using clouds. 
These two groups will be 
the focus of this paper in 
SAP analysis 
These two 
groups have less 
risk premium  
likely due to 
redundancies. 
Despite ROI is 
an interest, cause 
by redundancies 
is not the focus 
of this research. International Journal of Web Services Research,   Vol.8, No.3, 2011 
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Figure 4 predicts the risk premium for both SAP and market. The y-axis represents the risk in 
percentage if SME uses SAP for their businesses. The x-axis represents the risk in percentage for 
the market’s possible response. The estimate is based on the data provided and computed in 
Section 3, and this estimate predicts the SME and the market will still adopt low risk and low 
return policy. All risk involved are between -2.75% and 0.75%, and is considered fairly low. The 
green line is the most likely prediction, and is between -1.20% and -0.25%.  
 
There are also two groups of data analysis results in Figure 4. The upper half is those who have 
effectively used SAP as a measurement for cost-saving. The lower half group represents those 
who have involved redundancies right before mid-2010 for cost-saving. They have lower risk 
premium because redundancies might cost SME several months of salary. Both groups are valid, 
but redundancies for cost-saving are not a focus in our return of investment (ROI) research. 
 
4.1.4 The 3D Visualisation and modelling for SAP 
 
Organisational  sustainability  models  are  presented  in  terms  of  statistical  analysis,  and  this 
requires those with statistical backgrounds. 3D Visualisation simplifies such requirements, so that 
those without statistical backgrounds can understand it. A drawback for using SAS and other 
statistical tools is that too much data and analysis is generated. Only useful data is required for 
our review. Thus, finding out an innovative way to simplify review is important. Mathematica 
allows data conversion and presents it in visual format. Data is then computed in Mathematica 
and the 3D visualisation models are presented in Figure 5 and 6 respectively, where Figure 6 is 
the 90 degree rotation of Figure 5. Referring to Figure 5, the x-axis shows the return for SAP, and 
the y-axis represents the risk premium for the market, and z-axis shows the risk-free rate of the 
market. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5: 3D visualisation for SAP 
 
•  x-axis: the return for SAP (-1 and 1%) 
•  y-axis represents the risk premium for 
the market (-1 and 1%) 
•  z-axis shows the risk-free rate of the 
market (0.7 to 0.715%) 
 
Groups  (without  redundancies)  that  use 
SAP  for  cost-saving,  have  a  greater 
influence in this 3D model. International Journal of Web Services Research,   Vol.8, No.3, 2011 
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Figure 6: 3D visualisation for SAP, with 90 degrees rotation. 
 
Both  figures  have  one  of the  least  volatile  movements  amongst the  cases,  which  may  either 
indicate that (i) SME use SAP as a cautious cloud tactic or/and (ii) SME prefer to use more 
predictable or familiar ways to maintain their cloud business sustainability. More work should be 
done to verify both hypotheses. This can be validated by qualitative research methods that deploy 
the Hexagon Model and interviews. The qualitative research outcome supports the growth in the 
following  areas:  (1)  consumers;  (2)  popularity;  and  (3)  Get-the-job-done  (GTJD). Growth  in 
consumers and popularity go hand in hand, particularly when more SME adopt SAP for their 
internal uses and their clients. This also assists in GTJD, where several firms use SAP cloud to 
reduce operational costs and consolidate their cloud business. This also shows that some SME use 
extremely cautious strategies to maintain cloud business sustainability. 
4.2 The Vodafone Case Study 
 
Vodafone is a telecommunication (telecom) giant that operates cloud computing business as a 
Service Provider, One-Stop Resources/Services and Entertainment and Social Networking, which 
correspond to our first, fifth and eighth business models by the Cloud Cube Model (Chang, Wills 
and De Roure, 2010 b). Entertainment and Social Networking is an area for major profits in 2010, 
where Vodafone aims to get £11.8 billions of profits since they are a major iPhone bundle seller 
with a surge in iPhone demands (City A.M, 2010). Their next strategy is to focus on lucrative 
iPad sale that is predicted to sell over 1 million units including wireless broadband and related 
services. Vodafone is thus a cloud service provider, and they fit well into cloud computing by 
providing mobile cloud and entertainment services via iPhone. Despite the fact that Apple can be 
considered as a mobile cloud provider (Chang, et al., 2010 a; 2010 b; 2010 c), it still needs 
infrastructure providers such as Vodafone, Orange, O2 and so on to deliver its services to millions 
of clients. Additional applications and APIs such as teleconferencing, remote access, GPS, VoIP 
and so on require telecom services to be available. Those who buy iPhones are mainly interested 
in SaaS services that both Apple and Vodafone offer (City A.M, 2010). Thus, we assert both 
Vodafone and Apple are considered as adoption of SaaS cloud sustainability, even though they 
still require hardware and infrastructure to support. 
 
Although surveys and interviews provide direct feedback and allow data to be obtained without 
concerns of leaking confidential data, both research methods can be a prolonged process since it 
requires building trust and collaboration with helpful participants. We are still in the process of 
getting more Vodafone managers and major customers to provide us with feedback. The one-year 
research data for this case study is purchased via reputable financial sources including the Wall International Journal of Web Services Research,   Vol.8, No.3, 2011 
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Street Journal and the City A.M where they have included case studies and business data for 
Vodafone and numerous global organisations. 
 
4.2.1  Vodafone  –  two  distinct  cloud  business  strategies  and  their  organisational 
sustainability modelling for the first model 
 
Vodafone adopts two completely different cloud business strategies where their first business 
model is focused on profit-making described in Section 4.2.1 and 4.2.2. The risks involved are 
relatively  low  comparing  to  expected  returns  (profits).  Their  second  business  is  set  on 
globalisation where they focus on India having spent significant money on 3G and mobile cloud 
infrastructure.  Vodafone  already  paid  £1.74  billions  to  Indian  Government  with  further 
investments expected in near future (City A.M, 2010). The risks involved are high in short term 
compared to expected returns (profits), but in the long term the situation can be greatly improved 
if they adopt the right business models and strategies. Organisational sustainability model for the 
first business model is computed, and the coding algorithm is as follows: 
 
 
data vodafone; 
input r_m r_f vodafone @@; 
r_vodafone = vodafone - r_f; 
r_mkt = r_m -r_f; 
label r_m='Market Rate of Return' 
    r_f='Risk-Free Rate of Return' 
    vodafone='Rate of Return for Vodafone' 
    r_vodafone='Risk Premium for Vodafone' 
    r_mkt='Risk Premium for Market'; 
datalines; 
 
This part of code is to plot required data. 
 
proc gplot data=vodafone; 
plot r_vodafone * r_mkt / haxis=axis1 hminor=4 cframe=ligr 
vaxis=axis2 vminor=4; 
  symbol1 c=blue v=star; 
  axis1 order=(17 to 25 by 0.5); 
  axis2 label=(angle=90 'Vodafone Corp. Risk Premium') 
        order=(16 to 24 by 0.5); 
  title 'Vodafone Corporation CAPM'; 
  title2'Plot of Risk Premiums'; 
 title3'Vodafone Corporation versus the Market'; 
run; 
 
The summary of statistical computation is presented in Table 2. International Journal of Web Services Research,   Vol.8, No.3, 2011 
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Table 2: Auto regression summary for Vodafone with iPhone strategies 
 
Similar to Section 4.1.2, actual and predicted values for Vodafone are computed and presented as 
in Figure 7. Actual values are from the data and predicted values are the likely growth estimated 
by the data given. The coding algorithm is as follows: 
 
proc gplot data=regdata; 
  plot y_value*r_mkt=pt_type / haxis=axis1 hminor=4 cframe=ligr 
  vaxis=axis2 vminor=4; 
  symbol1 c=black v=star; 
  symbol2 c=blue i=join l=2; 
  symbol3 c=green i=join l=1; 
  symbol4 c=red i=join l=2; 
  axis1 order=(17 to 25 by .5); 
  axis2 label=(angle=90 'Vodafone Corp. Risk Premium') 
        order=(16 to 24 by .5); 
  title1 "Vodafone: Actual and Predicted Values with iPhone/iPad 
tactics"; 
  title2 "with Upper and Lower Confidence Limits"; 
run; 
quit; 
 
Referring to Figure 7, the green line is the predicted value, and the red line as the upper limit and 
the blue dotted line as the lower limit. It presents a high market returns for Vodafone with low 
risks involved, mainly because iPhone was proven an extremely successful sale and profit-maker 
in 2009. The estimate is between 16.5% and 23.0% of profits, and is more likely (green line) 
between 17.0% and 22.0%. Unlike SAP data, this is from a reliable source that we need not worry 
about defining which group of data to be focused on. 
 
Vodafone Corporation CAPM      The AUTOREG Procedure 
Dependent Variable                   r_vodafone 
Risk Premium for Vodafone 
                                 Ordinary Least Squares Estimates 
 
SSE                 32.8608675               DFE                         109 
MSE                    0.30148             Root MSE             0.54907 
SBC                 189.308921              AIC               183.889861 
Regress R-Square        0.7626    Total R-Square        0.7626 
Durbin-Watson           1.5260     Pr < DW                  0.0053 
Pr > DW                     0.9947 
Pr<DW is the p-value for testing positive autocorrelation. Pr>DW is the p-value for testing negative 
autocorrelation. 
                                   Standard                Approx 
Variable DF Estimate   Error    t Value    Pr > |t|    Variable Label 
 
 Intercept 1    2.4578     0.9008      2.73      0.0074 
 r_mkt     1     0.8175    0.0437      18.71      <.0001    Risk Premium for Market 
                                       Mean 
Source             DF          Square    F Value    Pr > F 
Numerator           1        5.259040      17.44    <.0001 
Denominator       109        0.301476 International Journal of Web Services Research,   Vol.8, No.3, 2011 
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Figure 7: Vodafone actual and predicted Risk Premium 
 
4.2.2 3D Visualisation for Vodafone, iPhone model 
 
Data is computed in Mathematica and the 3D visualisation models are presented in Figure 8 and 9 
respectively, where Figure 8 is the default 3D model that indicates a high return of between 21 % 
to 25% additional profits offered by iPhone bundle sell. Figure 9 provides a more detailed view 
related to its cloud business performance, which suggests it goes high and maintains a momentum 
upwards with few additional unexpected results as spikes. The x-axis presents Vodafone’s return 
(22-26%), the y-axis presents risk premium of the market return (21-25%), and the z-axis presents 
risk-free rate in market (2.0-4.0%). 
 
However, a foreseeable risk is that there are more mobile network providers offering iPhone 4, 
Vodafone may lose competitions such as Network 3 or Orange/T-Mobile joint venture, thus they 
need evolve their cloud business models. This may include exploring new territories with selling 
Android-based mobile phones. Similarly, they need to change other cloud business strategies 
while competitions for smart phone markets and other mobile service providers soar in recent 
years.  In  other  words,  Vodafone  organisational  sustainability  modelling  (OSM)  described  in 
Section 4.2 is only valid for the year 2010. More work will be planned to obtain data and perform 
OSM. 
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Figure 8: 3D visualisation for Vodafone 
 
 
Figure 9: 3D visualisation for Vodafone, detailed view. 
 
4.2.3 Organisational sustainability modelling and forecasting for Vodafone’s India 
cloud strategy 
 
Investing  in  a  foreign  country’s  infrastructure  tends  to  take  years  before  revenue  generation 
without exceptions for any global enterprises. Vodafone’s investments in India set a long-term 
goal in revenues but expect for losses in short term. Forecasting can be computed in Mathematica 
based on data we have. In addition, we have to make certain assumptions that: (i) the India market 
will grow as what Vodafone plans to, and within 5% of uncertainty range; and (ii) support of 
Indian’s government. Figure 10 presents our forecasting model for Vodafone within the next 
twelve months, where the return of investments is still in negative region but with a likely upward 
movement. However, more data should be provided to further prove its validity, and we will 
double check this after twelve months. In addition, authors would like to comment that frequently 
forecasting  financial  data  do  not  agree  with  reality  and  in  recent  volatile  market  situation, 
majority  of predictions fall  short including  mortgages,  currencies, stock  market  and  business 
performances. Our purpose is to demonstrate that this can be done in a more scientific way in 
volatile periods that focuses on cloud businesses. 
 
•  x-axis: Vodafone’s return (22-26%)  
•  y-axis presents risk premium of the 
market return (21-25%) 
•  z-axis presents risk-free rate in 
market (2.0-4.0%) International Journal of Web Services Research,   Vol.8, No.3, 2011 
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Figure 10: Forecasting for Vodafone’s India cloud business 
 
5. Discussions – comparing our Organisational 
Sustainability Modelling and other approaches 
 
Two  case  studies,  SAP  and  Vodafone,  have  been  used  to  demonstrate  how  accurate  cloud 
business models can be presented in visual formats. Data collection for SAP uses qualitative 
methods, and most of the data is based on cost saving before and after using SAP SaaS. Some 
data  is  given  in terms  of  percentage  increase  if  not  taken  down  as  numerical  numbers. The 
Hexagon  Model  is  used  to  link  the  qualitative  and  quantitative  aspects  of  cloud  business 
performance, and can visually present the differences before and after using a cloud service. 
Vodafone is one of mobile service providers to provide iPhone mobile clouds. Data collected for 
SAP and data purchased for Vodafone are then used by CAPM statistics, which can compute 
regression and generate further data for analysis. It can compute the actual values of data, and 
then estimate the predicted values of data for risk and return. This forms the first part of OSM 
(OSM), the CAPM statistics. Both SAP and Vodafone cases have provided estimation close to 
reality, based on feedback from managers using SAP and City A.M analysis about Vodafone.  
 
However, a drawback with statistical computation is it generates much more data than necessary. 
It often requires those with statistics backgrounds to fully understand the implication of data. An 
additional  step  to  simplify  the  cloud  business  performance  analysis  is  thus  necessary.  The 
approach is by introducing 3D visualisation by Mathematica, which converts useful data from 
SAS  to  3D  visualisation.  This  allows  useful  and  accurate  cloud  business  performance  to  be 
presented and reviewed easily. This forms the second aspect of OSM, addressing the second 
business challenge. This is a more accurate way than measurement by stock market, which is 
often affected by speculations. The SAP data modelling suggests participating firms took cautious 
steps towards cost saving and managed them within 1% and -1% between January 2009 and July 
2010. The estimated cost saving is between -2.75% and 0.75%. The Vodafone data modelling 
suggests their iPhone profit is between 21% and 25% of the net income, and the estimated net 
profit is between 16.5% and 23.0%.  
 
Both case studies can reveal how organisations respond to economic downturn. SME uses SAP 
for  cost-saving  and  such a  strategy is  good  to  maintain  low  risk and  low  return  move. The 
Hexagon Model in Figure 3 also supports this. Whereas iPhone 4 with Vodafone demonstrates 
unique innovation, making them as an outstanding mobile cloud SaaS service provider. Arguably 
•  x-axis: Vodafone’s return (-2 to -5%)  
•  y-axis presents risk premium of the 
market return (-1 to -3%) 
•  z-axis presents risk-free rate in 
market (4.5-5.5%) International Journal of Web Services Research,   Vol.8, No.3, 2011 
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this is a high risk and high return move, since Apple and Vodafone have spent significantly. If 
possible, follow-up work needs to consolidate this. On the other hand, both case studies best 
represent analysis of the data collected at the time when research was conducted. This type of 
analysis  is  time  dependent  because  it  represents  how  businesses  and  customers  respond  to 
economic downturn at different periods. However, each case study is different and cannot be 
compared directly due to different strategies used. There are plans to have other case studies 
presenting different aspects and focus of cloud business performance.  
 
5.1 Comparisons with the CCBF and other frameworks 
 
Before  discussing  added  values  offered by  OSM and  CCBF,  other  approaches  to  define and 
review business framework or business performance are reviewed. Zirpins and Emmerich (2008) 
define a reference model for virtual service production networks (VSPN), which contain Business 
Services (BS), Virtual Production Network (VPNs), and Virtual Business Services Production 
Networks (VBSPNs). VSPN use UML to define relationships between providers, clients, business 
processes  and  business  services.  It  describes  the  interactions  between  providers  and  clients, 
between clients and business processes, and between different business processes. It fits well for 
Virtual Organisation (VO) but not Cloud Computing (CC), which offers Data Clouds or Cloud 
Storage for achieving resource sharing. An example is Dropbox where data can be archived, 
stored and shared in the public clouds, and can be shared between different clients and providers. 
Comparing OSM with VSPN, VSPN is a conceptual model but also a theoretical framework that 
has not yet be able to be applied to a larger crowd of audience. OSM is a major component in the 
CCBF, but it is also a quantitative framework measuring business performance related to Clouds, 
and any organisations and projects using Clouds, where some papers define it as a Return of 
Investment (ROI) measurement (Schubert, Jeffery and Neidecker-Lutz 2010). OSM has several 
more  case  studies  with  OSM  and  3D  visualisation to back  up,  and  thus  is a  better  way  for 
measurement. 
 
Antonova and Nikolov (2009) state CC and Web 2.0 can consolidate Enterprise 2.0, which has a 
new business model and also demand such as Knowledge Management System (KMS), which is 
equivalent to Business to Employee business model in the domain of e-Learning proposed by 
Sloman (2001). Despite Antonova and Nikolov explain their KMS Architecture, and there is a 
lack of mechanism to measure business performance, or at least employee’s improvements in 
individual performance or work efficiency. Schubert, Jeffery and Neidecker-Lutz (2010) explain 
the vision and future of CC in Europe, and also present its advantages for cost-effectiveness, 
green IT and new business models. They have top-down strategic overviews for CC, and have 
proposed a water-fall plan for CC technical and business development. Although their proposal is 
not exactly a waterfall model, this model is the closest, as they emphasise market maturity where 
it takes longer time to well-establish SaaS and consultancy business models. However, this is not 
true particularly for Salesforce.com, which began their SaaS services since 1999, and it did take 
little time for them to adopt SaaS as a CC business model. Organisations such as SAP, IBM, 
Google and Oracle have their new products dealing with SaaS, and there are SME dealing with 
SaaS and consultancy models. In addition, despite Schubert, Jeffery and Neidecker-Lutz (2010) 
explain return of investment as a key advantage for CC, they do not provide any way to measure 
and review cloud business performance unlike our framework.  
 
Etro (2009) describes a very detailed overview for CC economic impacts for European Union 
(EU). He devises his own model, dynamic stochastic general equilibrium (DSGE), to calculate 
CC economic values and its impacts for EU economy. He also presents data from SME and job 
creations  in  relations  to  CC  in  several  EU  countries.  He  has  linked  both  qualitative  and 
quantitative aspects of CC research; however, his work is at an early stage. In addition, his DSGE International Journal of Web Services Research,   Vol.8, No.3, 2011 
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is not yet fully proven, whether it is in the domain of formal methods, or supported by more case 
studies. He also investigated this issue before economic crisis took its toll where unemployment 
rate had risen between 2009 and 2010 in some countries. Comparing our CCBF with his, DSGE 
is particular good to take on economic impacts on SME in EU, but DSGE is weaker in presenting 
how modelling, calculations and visualisation can be done to present all-round aspects for CC 
business models.  
 
Klems, Nimis and Tsai (2009) propose their cloud business model (CBM), which is divided into 
two  stages. The  first  stage  is  to  understand  and  apply  the  suitable  business  scenario,  which 
include  influential  factors  and  balance  in  business  case,  business  objective,  organisation, 
compliance, strategy, demand, application and non-functional requirement. The second stage is to 
move onto quantitative analysis, which include (i) defining IT infrastructure requirement (for 
cloud and non-cloud); (ii) identity of comparable attributes; (iii) metrics will be derived mainly 
based on Gartner’s Total Cost of Ownership (TCO); (iv) assessing attribute quantities and (v) cost 
calculation and comparison. Their idea is close to ours, except they do not have selected models 
for simulations and modelling yet. Currently their business model is a conceptual framework and 
will move onto quantitative modelling.  
 
Although Weinhardt et al. (2009) has a well-defined framework, there is a lack of methodology to 
measure cloud business performance, in particular in quantitative ways. This may be because they 
do not have such a plan yet. Chou (2009) describes seven business models for CC and SaaS, and 
identifies “Software”, “Support” and “Service” as the key three elements for determining business 
performance. Each model has a different combination and different focus in terms of those three 
elements. Chou’s approach is very qualitative-based supported by several case studies. However, 
his framework is conceptual and there is no any methodology to measure business performance in 
quantitative ways. Listing down numbers does not mean cloud business can be guaranteed for 
success and long-term sustainability. Moreover, users are not taken into consideration in this 
model. Luhn A and Jaekel (2009) propose Linear Value Chain and Ecosystem Models to present 
a working cloud business framework, and is an ideal framework to follow through. However, a 
drawback is if a process in the chain breaks, and there is no any alternative for remedies, and also 
there is a lack of description for how to measure cloud business performance quantitatively. 
 
Business Models with SLA approaches are revisited for this paragraph. Assuncao, Costanzo and 
Buyya (2010) present performance metrics to evaluate and demonstrate cost-effectiveness for 
clouds,  and  undergo  experiments  to  validate.  However,  they  also  stress  their  SLA  business 
models works for IaaS. Sun et al. (2009) propose a SLA Resource Management and explain its 
architecture, where they can demonstrate their business models work for IaaS. Buyya (2009) et al. 
explain  their  SLA  framework  applies  across  different  domain  such  as  IaaS,  PaaS  and  SaaS. 
However, this takes assumption all users and providers go for pay-as-you-go payment model for 
public clouds but not entirely for private clouds. In projects where the lead author is taking the 
lead  in  technical  and  business  development  in  private  clouds,  two  additional  models  are 
encountered. The first is the contractor model, which different parts of projects can be outsourced 
to approved contractors at an agreed price. The second model is the leasing model, which is 
normally relevant after a service is used and in good faith by users. This allows unlimited number 
of usages after an agreed price or condition is met. The difference is contractor model often takes 
place during development stage and leasing model take place after development stage. Leasing 
model often takes place in user support stage, where the lease and contract can be ended or 
continued after the agreed period of time. We would like to defend this is different from typical 
concept for SLA that cost per usage is free and unlimited after an agreed price and period are met. 
In the lead author’s case for cloud storage that he primarily involves himself in development, the 
cost for users is free with no contractor and leasing costs are involved except electricity bills. This International Journal of Web Services Research,   Vol.8, No.3, 2011 
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relates  to  In-House  Development,  the  third business  model  classified  by  Cloud  Cube  Model 
(CCM) proposed by Chang, Wills and De Roure (2010 a; 2010 b).  
 
CAPM measures return versus risks in summary, where some researchers find it challenging to 
quantise risks, as their first impression is about security. However, there are other types of risks 
related to CC and must be taken into considerations and implementation (Hignite et al., 2010) and 
in our OSM, returns and risks can be classified into technical, costs and users. Lobo and Arthur 
(2005) divide risk analysis activity into four areas:  
 
•  Personnel – they use Failure mode, effects and critical analysis (FEECA) and Monte 
Carlo simulations; 
•  Time – Criticality Analysis and Monte Carlo simulations; 
•  Cost –FMECA and Criticality Analysis; 
•  Completeness  –  Monte Carlo simulation,  Fault  Tree  Analysis  (FTA)  and Event Tree 
Analysis (ETA) (Raafat, 1989); 
 
Lobo and Arthur use multiple triangles to classify which strategies will be the most suitable for 
Personel, Time, Cost and Completeness. They also devise a “Completeness Criteria”, which is 
divided into Risk Analysis”, “Cost Estimation”, “Schedule Estimation”, “Price Aanlysis” and 
“Tradeoff Analysis”, where they explain how different methodologies are suited for each of five 
essential components. They recommend one of the best ways to analyse risks is to use Monte 
Carlo simulation at first, followed by using COCOMO II, followed by using Program Evaluation 
and Review Technique (PERT), followed by Comparative Price Analysis, and finally applied Net 
Price  Value.  Their  framework  is  very  detailed  and  well-structured  in  analysing  risks  and 
understanding its impacts. In terms of CC, their definition for Personnel is not entirely suitable if 
organisations opt for outsourcing model or use less staff for IT work. Their framework is not 
suitable to analyse fast-paced area or volatile markets such as Finance Clouds, which are less 
available in the market. Here is one good example for selection of models. Monte Carlo Methods 
(MCM)  are  selected  for  pricing  and  MCM  can  be  easily  customised  for  risk  analysis 
independently or together with Black Scholes Models (Chang et al., 2010 d; 2011 a). 
 
To  sum  up key  characteristics  for  each  proposed  business  models  and  frameworks,  they  are 
presented in Table 3. Only selective frameworks are compared and analysed.  
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Types  of 
framework 
CCBF (Chang et al., 2010 
d, 2011 a, 2011 b) 
VBSPN  (Zirpins 
and  Emmerich 
2008) 
DSGE (Etro, 2008)  CBM (Klems, Nimis 
and Tsai, 2009) 
SLA-based  (Assuncao, 
Costanzo, Buyya, 2010; 
Buyya et al., 2009) 
Miscellaneous 
(Lobo  and  Arthur, 
2005) 
Qualitative  Yes.  There  are  proposed 
business  model 
classification and the use 
of hexagon model. 
Yes.  They  have  a 
solid  qualitative 
and  theoretical 
framework. 
Yes.  But  only  in  the 
EU and make several 
assumptions. 
Yes. They have great 
descriptions  about 
this. 
Might  be  possible,  but 
take certain assumption 
on  service  providers 
and usage scenarios.  
Yes.  They  provide 
a  series  of  best 
practices  for 
framework. 
Quantitative  Yes. The use of modelling 
and  simulations  to 
validate. 
No,  despite  they 
use  UML  to 
support  theoretical 
framework. 
Yes.  He  has  solid 
econometrics insights 
to explain this. 
Yes,  but  not  yet 
done. 
Yes.  They  have 
numerous  ways  to 
measure  cloud  billing 
models quantitatively. 
Potentially yes, but 
further  work  needs 
to be done. 
Linkage 
(qualitative-
quantitative) 
Yes.  It  demonstrates 
Business  Integration  as  a 
Service (BIaaS). 
No  Yes.  But  in  an  early 
stage.  Weak  in 
linkage. 
Yes,  but  not  yet 
done. 
No, at least not yet.   No, before they can 
propose 
quantitative area. 
Cloud 
Business 
Performance 
Yes.  Use  Organisational 
Sustainability  Modelling 
with statistical computing 
and 3D visualisation. Can 
offer  accurate 
measurement. 
No.  This  is  a 
generic framework, 
and  is  likely  to 
work  in  their  own 
environment only. 
Not  yet,  although  he 
is working towards it 
for the EU. 
Yes.  Use  their 
conceptual 
framework. 
Yes.  They  are  one  of 
pioneers in pay-as-you-
go and billing models. 
No.  Their 
framework  is  not 
designed for cloud, 
but for generic uses 
and risk analysis. 
Service Level  Yes.  Deal  with  selective 
IaaS, PaaS and SaaS. 
Potentially yes, but 
in their own setting 
only.  
Potentially  yes,  but 
only for the EU.  
Yes. Similar to ours, 
but  use  a  different 
way to present. 
Yes.  They  have  a  few 
papers about this. 
Possible,  but  more 
work  needs  to  be 
done. 
Orientation of 
framework 
Conceptual  and 
architectural.  
Conceptual only   Mathematical 
Conceptual 
Conceptual only  Architectural 
 
Conceptual 
Ways  to 
validate 
Modelling,  simulations, 
and  experiments  for 
quantitative.  Hexagon 
Model,  case  studies,  and 
interviews for qualitative.  
UML and complex 
business  object 
modelling. 
Econometrics  and 
financial  modelling 
based on the data he 
collects. 
Case  studies  and 
theoretical 
hypothesis. 
Simulations  and 
calculations. 
Theoretical 
hypothesis and case 
studies. 
What needs to 
be improved 
In  progress.  More 
validations  and 
improvements  will  be 
presented. 
Framework  update 
is required. 
Framework  update is 
required. 
Need  to  consider 
more  on  quantitative 
aspects. 
Should  deal  with  more 
strategic  levels  rather 
than operational. 
Framework  update 
is not published for 
nearly 5 years. 
Table 3: Review and comparisons between selective frameworks for defining and measuring cloud business and return of investment (ROI).International Journal of Web Services Research,   Vol.8, No.3, 2010 
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6. Conclusion and Future Work 
 
Cloud computing business models are a relatively new area, and finding the right business strategies 
and cloud business performance review can enhance organisational sustainability. This paper firstly 
discusses the similarities and differences between Grids/Web Services and Clouds, and describes 
three technical and business challenges respectively. The Cloud Computing Business Framework 
(CCBF) is proposed to address three business challenges. This paper deals with the second business 
challenge,  how  to  review  cloud  business  performance.  The  architecture  for  CCBF  conceptual 
framework  is  explained,  and  organisational  sustainability  is  a  key  area  to  deal  with  business 
performance.  
 
There  are  few  quantitative  approaches  for  organisational  sustainability,  and  several  models  are 
reviewed. Capital Asset Pricing Model (CAPM) is chosen, and the coding algorithm is explained. 
This firstly uses statistical computing by SAS, and the linear regression corresponds to the expected 
result.  Based  on  the  previous  data,  CAPM  also  presents  the  likely  estimates  for  the  future 
performance. However, a drawback is it gets too many data to analyse. Thus, an innovative approach 
is to present in visual and easy-to-understand format. 3D Visualisation by Mathematica is used to 
present analysis, and return for organisation, risk premium for market and risk free rate are presented 
in 3D format. The case studies of SAP and Vodafone shows how organisational sustainability can be 
computed, as well as their 3D visualisation cases. SME uses SAP for cost-saving, and this is a low 
risk and low return strategy. Whereas Vodafone and Apple use high risk and high return strategy for 
their cloud business sustainability. 
 
Understanding cloud and organisational sustainability are essential for e-Research in a period of 
economic volatility, as problems faced by the cloud industry will be faced by e-Research. Lessons 
learned can provide us the edge for future work. More organisations are welcome to take part in this 
project. We have actively collaborated with a wide range of organisations, and have obtained metrics, 
or are in the process of obtaining metrics useful for our frameworks. Action research has been used 
where the lead author has been actively involved in designing, implementing and supporting those 
projects in an anonymous UK National Health Service (NHS) Trust to obtain useful metrics in the 
next phase of research. More results will be published at a suitable period. There are also plans for 
long-term discussions with the University of Southampton, Commonwealth Bank, Australia and IBM 
US for joint research collaboration. 
 
The  Hexagon  Model  can  be  used  to  identify  strengths  and  weaknesses  of  cloud  business 
performance,  and  also  offers  linkage  between  qualitative  and  quantitative  aspects  of  the  Cloud 
Computing Business Framework (CCBF). Further work will be done to consolidate the linkage with 
more  case  studies.  In  addition,  we  present  a  solid  and  well-grounded  literature  review  between 
different cloud computing business models, frameworks and definitions, and have addressed each of 
strength  and  weakness  and  have  linked  some  of those  literatures  together  in  comparison  to our 
frameworks  in  Section  5  and  Table  3.  This  will  further  consolidate  our  current  CCBF  and 
Organisational  Sustainability  Modelling  (OSM)  as  a  winning  strategy  for  achieving  cloud 
organisational sustainability as well as providing a fair, truly reflected and value-added business 
performance framework.  
 
New ways must be explored, pioneered, presented, shared and improved. One of potential drawback 
with CAPM statistics is that more data is generated than necessary, despite only a few are useful for 
3D visualisation. This may include the proposal and development of a new growth rate tracking 
model. Our OSM is just an example to demonstrate this. There are plans to jointly investigate other 
ROI methodologies and improvements in current methods with other active research groups. We International Journal of Web Services Research,   Vol.8, No.3, 2010 
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hope  to  make  further  research  contributions  to  Web  Services,  Cloud,  Grid  and  e-Research 
communities. 
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